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PIPE SUPPORTS, RESTRAINTS

INTRODUCTION
During the design phase, various specifications are developed to ensure that products
supplied meet or exceed requirements outlined in various codes, standards or regulations.
Furthermore, their characteristics must clearly satisfy the specific designs and related
applications.
Design Phase
In many instances, a designer may develop pipe support and restraint design sketches,
details and related material lists using a specific (or specified) manufacturer's product.
Often this is accompanied by a statement indicating alternate "or equal" products may be
substituted and applied by the successful bidder.
Ultimate Supply
While typically adhering to the general standards set forth, the products ultimately installed
may vary significantly from those specified. Further complicating the situation is the fact
that "as-built" sketches and related material lists are likely not available at the operating
facility. Some of the issues and considerations associated with the variance between
specified and supplied pipe support/restraint assemblies involve the following:











Geometric and physical size inconsistencies involving the overall assembly and
individual components (i.e. pins, clamps, rods and structural attachments).
Installation/removal instructions that do not apply, particularly for the travel stops
associated with the flexible type supports (constant support and variable spring
hangers).
Load rating variations.
Spring rate differences.
Various systems of measurements (metric versus "English" for example.).
Diverse thread pitch.
Nonstandard catalog components.
Maintenance and installation recommendations.
Materials with different allowable temperature ranges.

Additionally, it should be noted that an individual piping system may have products
supplied by more than one manufacturer as illustrated on the enclosed drawing. Thus a
piping system can include up to three or more suppliers with entirely different product lines
and unique characteristics, sizes and materials.

All of the above should be taken into consideration during general servicing, maintenance
or replacement activities.
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